Temozolomide treatment can improve overall survival in aggressive pituitary tumors and pituitary carcinomas
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Abstract

Objectives: Only few retrospective studies have reported an efficacy rate of temozolomide (TMZ) in pituitary tumors (PT), all around 50%. However, the long-term survival of treated patients is rarely evaluated. We therefore aimed to describe the use of TMZ on PT in clinical practice and evaluate the long-term survival.

Design: Multicenter retrospective study by members of the French Society of Endocrinology.

Methods: Forty-three patients (14 women) treated with TMZ between 2006 and 2016 were included. Most tumors were corticotroph (n=23) or lactotroph (n=13), and 14 were carcinomas. Clinical/pathological characteristics of PT, as well as data from treatment evaluation and from the last follow-up were recorded. A partial response was considered as a decrease in the maximal tumor diameter by more than 30% and/or in the hormonal rate by more than 50% at the end of treatment.

Results: The median treatment duration was 6.5 cycles (range 2–24), using a standard regimen for most and combined radiotherapy for six. Twenty-two patients (51.2%) were considered as responders. Silent tumor at diagnosis was associated with a poor response. The median follow-up after the end of treatment was 16 months (0–72). Overall survival was significantly higher among responders (P = 0.002); however, ten patients relapsed 5 months (0–57) after the end of TMZ treatment, five in whom TMZ was reinitiated without success.

Discussion: Patients in our series showed a 51.2% response rate to TMZ, with an improved survival among responders despite frequent relapses. Our study highlights the high variability and lack of standardization of treatment protocols.
Introduction

Pituitary tumors (PT) represent 10–15% of intra-cranial tumors (1). While most are benign and can be controlled by current therapeutics, some show a lack of sensitivity to a combination of therapies or recur during follow-up and are considered as aggressive with unclear epidemiology (2). For those with atypical morphological features suggestive of aggressive behavior (3) and accounting for 2.7–15% of pituitary tumors (4), the World Health Organization (WHO) proposed the formulation ‘atypical tumors’ with ‘uncertain malignancy’. Other features such as invasion can be predictive of aggressiveness (5). Lastly, 0.2% of pituitary tumors are associated with distant metastasis (most frequently in central nervous system, liver and bones) with a mean survival of between 1 and 3 years (6).

Temozolomide (TMZ) is an alkylating chemotherapy derivative of dacarbazine with lipophilic properties allowing it to cross the blood–brain barrier. Its efficacy was first demonstrated in glioblastomas (7) before its successful use in advanced melanomas and neuroendocrine tumors (8). With 100% oral bioavailability, the standard regimen for administering TMZ consists in an oral daily dose of 150–200mg/m² body surface area for 5 days every 28 days. Alternative protocols based on radio-sensitizing properties have been proposed, such as the Stupp protocol, though no superiority has yet been demonstrated (9). The standard duration of treatment for glioblastoma is 6–12 months (10).

The first successful treatment of PT with TMZ concerned prolactin-secreting carcinomas, as reported in 2006 (11, 12, 13). There have since been many reported cases of aggressive PT and carcinomas from all tumor subtypes presenting hormonal decrease and tumor shrinkage with TMZ treatment. More recently, eight retrospective studies on between 5 and 33 patients (14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21) reported lower efficacies of TMZ and underlined the absence of standardization in treatment administration protocols and response evaluation (22). The reported response rates ranged from 29 to 81% depending on the response criteria, and the overall survival was estimated by Losa et al. as 59.6% at four years after TMZ initiation with a median follow-up of 41 months (14).

In glioblastomas, low expression of the protein MGMT, as evaluated by promoter methylation analysis, which induces gene silencing, is correlated with tumor response to TMZ (23). Indeed, this protein has been shown to remove the methyl group bound by TMZ on 06-guanine. In PT however, the predictive role of MGMT remains debated as its promoter methylation does not consistently correlate with its immunohistochemistry expression (24). Also, while some studies have reported a relation between low MGMT expression and tumor sensitivity to TMZ (15, 17, 25), others have found no such relation (18, 19, 20). Such discrepancies alongside the difficulties encountered in interpreting per-center immunohistochemistry analyses mean that today, the therapeutic decision cannot be made based on MGMT analysis.

Nevertheless, TMZ remains the main therapeutic resource currently available for PT resistant to conventional treatment. Its use is however limited by the absence of a standardized protocol of administration and evaluation, and by the requirement for a long-term follow-up. Here we have endeavored to address these outstanding issues by retrospectively studying a large cohort with the aim of describing the use of TMZ to treat PT in France and evaluating its short- and long-term effects on overall survival.

Patients and methods

Patients

Members of the French Society of Endocrinology were surveyed with regards to their patients treated with TMZ for PT. A total of 43 patients (29 men and 14 women) were declared as treated with TMZ between 2006 and 2016 in 21 centers. Ten patients were included in previous studies though a longer follow-up is presented here for 8 (18, 26, 27, 28, 29). The median age at diagnosis was 43 years, ranging from 13 to 76 years. Baseline characteristics are presented in Table 1.

Pituitary tumors

Twenty-nine locally aggressive adenomas and 14 carcinomas were treated with TMZ. Carcinomas were diagnosed based on unique or multiple distant sites of metastasis, that were located in the central nervous system for most (11 meningeal, 4 brain parenchyma, 1 liver and 2 bones). The diagnosis was made before TMZ treatment initiation for 12 patients. The median time between tumor diagnosis and metastasis discovery was 7 years (from 2 to 17 years).

Tumor type was identified using histological examination or, when not available as in six none-operated patients, by measurement of hormonal secretion. Corticotroph tumors (ACTH) were the most frequent (n=23), followed by lactotroph (PRL) (n=13),...
somatotroph (GH) \( (n=3) \), somatolactotroph (GH/PRL) \( (n=3) \) and finally one immunonegative tumor. Among 12 tumors that were silent at diagnosis (8 ACTH, 2 GH, 1 PRL, 1 immunonegative), seven became secreting during follow-up before TMZ initiation.

The proliferation criteria P53 expression, Ki67 expression >3% and number of observed mitoses >2/10 HPF were positive in 17/21, 25/31 and 14/19 evaluated tumors respectively. They three pathological markers were missing for 11 tumors (six of whom had not been operated). Two criteria or more were available for 23 tumors. Twenty presented two positive proliferative criteria and were classified as grade 2b.

Measurement of MGMT expression was available for 13 patients, without centralized analysis, while MGMT promoter methylation status was available for ten patients, and both were available for nine patients.

### Temozolomide treatment evaluation

Age at treatment initiation as well as treatment dose and duration were recorded. Radiotherapy administered within four months before initiation of TMZ treatment was considered as concomitant.

Biological and radiological evaluations were trimestral. The response was evaluated either at the end of the treatment or at the last follow-up if ongoing. In the absence of a complete history of tumor course before TMZ treatment, stability was not considered as a positive response. A tumor response was defined as a decrease of more than 30% of the largest tumor diameter and a hormonal response as a 50% or more decrease in baseline hormone levels. The overall response was considered as positive in cases of a hormonal and/or a tumor response, and negative otherwise. Response data were available for all patients but only tumor response was evaluated for six patients (four silent tumors, one immunonegative tumor and one patient with missing hormonal data).

### Statistical analysis

Data are presented as a median and range (minimum and maximum).

The association between response (positive or negative) and baseline/treatment characteristics was evaluated using logistic regression models, which were compared with likelihood ratio test (LRT). Characteristics which could be associated at univariate analysis \( (P<0.20) \)
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were considered in multivariate analysis. Only these results are presented. Histological features were analyzed in a separate model because of abundant missing data. The duration of treatment was not considered in multivariate analysis due to it likely being influenced by response status.

Overall survival and relapse-free survival after the end of TMZ treatment were estimated using the Kaplan–Meier method. Survival was considered from the end of TMZ treatment and patients were censored at the date of last follow-up. Overall survival among responders and non-responders were compared using a log-rank test (univariate analysis) and Cox model (multivariate analysis). Relapse-free survival among patients treated more and less than 12 cycles were compared using a log-rank test.

All analyses were performed using R software (http://www.R-project.org/) and P values <5% were considered significant.

Results

Temozolomide treatment indication

Twelve patients received TMZ treatment because of distant metastasis. Locally aggressive adenomas at the time of treatment (n=31) presented as a growing tumor despite surgical intervention (n=8), radiation therapy (n=1) or both (n=19). Three inoperable patients had no surgery or radiation therapy (one non-secreting ACTH and two drug-resistant prolactinomas); two of them received a radiotherapy-temozolomide combined treatment. All secreting tumors showed resistance to medical treatment at the time of TMZ initiation (n=38).

Temozolomide treatment

Patients received TMZ after a median of 6 (0–23) years following tumor diagnosis and at a median age of 54 (18–80) years.

In most cases, the TMZ treatment regimen consisted of 150mg/m²/day during 5 days every 28 days. Patients displaying a good toleration of the treatment had their dose increased to 200mg/m²/day at the second cycle.

Six of the patients treated after 2011 underwent combined radiotherapy, receiving a daily dose of 75mg/m² associated with stereotactic radiotherapy during 6 weeks, followed by a standard TMZ administration protocol (6 cycles for 4 patients, then 12 and 17 cycles for the other two). Including those undergoing this ‘Stupp’ protocol, 10 patients underwent concomitant radiotherapy.

The treatment was ongoing in five patients at the last follow-up, after 3–24 cycles. Finished treatments had a median duration of 6.5 cycles (2–24) with a significant difference among responders and non-responders (respectively 12 (5–24) and 6 (2–16) cycles) (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

Temozolomide tolerance

Temozolomide treatment was globally well-tolerated with only one observed cessation due to side effects. The most frequent side effects were hematologic (n=10), including isolated thrombocytopenia (n=6), isolated lymphopenia (n=2), bicytopenia (n=2) and pancytopenia (n=2). No gradations were collected however treatment could be continued at either the same dose or a decreased dose in all but one case. This patient presented a severe pancytopenia requiring treatment cessation and presented anew thrombocytopenia when treatment was started again. Ten patients reported asthenia that required dose decrease for two. Digestive disorders were reported in 10 patients (nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain and diarrhea). One patient presented severe headaches at every cycle, which were calmed by corticosteroids. One patient suffered tumoral and intra-ventricular hemorrhage during treatment, and another normal pressure hydrocephalus.

Figure 1

Histogram of duration of finished treatment according to response status.
**Temozolomide efficacy**

We evaluated the efficacy of TMZ at the end of treatment for 38 patients and at the last administered cycle for five patients. Twenty-two patients were presented as responders (hormonal and/or tumor response) and 21 did not fulfill the response criteria.

Among the responders, 12 presented both hormonal and tumor responses, five a hormonal response only (three ACTH, one PRL/GH, one GH tumors) and four patients with a secreting tumor presented a tumor response only. Hormonal evaluation was missing for one patient presenting tumor shrinkage. Three secreting ACTH tumors showed a complete response.

Among the non-responders, 11 patients showed disease progression (hormone level or tumor diameter increasing after three (3–14) cycles) of whom two presented metastasis apparition, and ten patients were considered as stable. All non-secreting tumors at the time of treatment (two silent ACTH, one silent GH, one silent PRL and one immunonegative), and five out of the seven initially silent tumors, were non-responders.

Among the 22 patients considered as responders at the end of the treatment, 19 fulfilled the response criteria at the first evaluation conducted after 3–6 cycles. Surprisingly, one of these patients presented discordant evolution with initial hormonal and tumor response that evolved into a tumor response only, and increase in ACTH levels that no longer met response criteria. Moreover, two patients met hormonal criteria only after 3 cycles before showing both a hormonal and tumor response by the end of the cycles. One patient presented insufficient tumor and hormonal response initially before showing both.

At univariate analysis, tumor type, a secreting tumor at diagnosis, and short time interval between tumor diagnosis and TMZ initiation were significantly associated with a positive response to TMZ. ‘Stupp’ protocol or P53 expression showed a tendency toward an association with positive response though neither reached statistical significance. We found an initially silent tumor as the sole factor that remained associated with response status in multivariate analysis, being predictive of no response to treatment (odds ratio (OR): 0.13, 95% CI: (0.01–0.81)). While MGMT expression levels tended to be lower among responders than non-responders (Fig. 2), neither MGMT expression nor its promoter methylation significantly correlated with TMZ response. Moreover, MGMT expression level measured with IHC did not significantly associate with promoter methylation presence (P-value Wilcoxon rank test 0.5) (Fig. 2).

**Long-term follow-up and survival**

Among the 38 patients no longer receiving TMZ treatment, the median follow-up after the end of treatment was 16 (0–72) months (18 (0–72) months among 20 responders and 14 (0–42) months among 18 non-responders) (Fig. 3).

Post TMZ treatment, the estimated overall median survival (95% IC) among our patients was 40 months (16–44) (Fig. 4A) with an estimated survival probability of 51.3% (32.4–70.3) at 3 years. The median survival of 44 months (42-infinity) (95% CI) among responders was significantly higher than the 16 months (9–25) found...
among non-responders (P-value log-rank test=0.002) (Fig. 4B). This association was maintained in multivariate analysis (HR=0.08, 95% CI: (0.02–0.38), P-value Wald test=0.002). While increased age at TMZ initiation was associated with a lower survival, this effect was mild (HR for one year older 1.05, P-value Wald test=0.01) and carcinomas compared to adenomas were at the limit of significance.

The median relapse-free survival post-TMZ treatment (in cases where it was deemed successful) was estimated at 30 months (18–51) (Fig. 4C). Among 19 patients with available follow-up, seven patients were treated with more than 12 cycles (median 18 cycles) and 12 with ≤12 cycles. Patients with longer treatment periods may present a better relapse-free survival than patients with shorter treatment periods (medians of 57 and 18 months respectively, P-value log-rank=0.07). These 2 groups were comparable with regards to proportion of concomitant radiotherapy, Stupp protocol, tumor types and silent tumors. The proportion of carcinomas might be higher among patients treated >12 cycles compared to ≤12 cycles (43% vs 8% respectively), and patients with longer treatment periods also preferentially presented tumor response (100% vs 75% respectively) though this did not reach statistical significance. These factors were not associated with relapse-free survival (P-value log-rank tests 0.85 and 0.78 respectively).

Second line treatment
After TMZ failure or tumor relapse (28 patients), another TMZ treatment was attempted for seven patients (including five initial responders and two non-responders) though failed in all. This occurred two (0–7) years after the first TMZ attempt and involved three (1–5) cycles. Other treatments consisted of anew surgical excision (n=10), anew radiotherapy (n=10), pasireotide (n=4) and salvage therapies (n=15). All salvage therapies (lomustine, Carmustine, Cyclophosphamide, Etoposide n=2, carboplatin n=2, adriablastine, oxaliplatin-SFU, capecitabine, everolimus n=3, cisplatin n=2, lapatinib n=2, crizotinib, erlotinib, sunitinib) failed. Metabolic radiotherapy (DOTATOC) failed for one patient and is ongoing for another.

Among these 28 patients, only four (three showing stable responses to TMZ and one hormonal relapse)
presented a stable disease at the last follow-up, all of whom received combined radiotherapy \( (n=1) \) or adjuvant radiotherapy post-TMZ treatment \( (n=3) \).

**Discussion**

This retrospective cohort of patients treated with TMZ for PT is to our knowledge the largest yet published work. It is highly representative of clinical practice and highlights the lack of a standardized protocol.

We have reported a prolonged follow-up after TMZ termination and observed that response to treatment strongly influenced the survival. Losa et al. observed a survival rate of 83.9\% at two years and 59.6\% at four years \( (14) \). Comparison between studies is difficult. In the Losa et al. study follow-up started after TMZ initiation. In our study in an attempt to limit bias in survival comparison produced by any relationship between treatment duration and response, we started the follow-up after treatment end. A 50.3\% survival rate could be estimated at 3 years after TMZ end, which was higher among responders than non-responders (median survival of 44 (42-infinity) and 16 (9–25) months respectively). However, half the patients (50\%) who responded well to treatment presented a relapse, which happened 15 (0–57) months after TMZ end. Those who did not relapse were followed up for only 9.5 (0–27) months; a longer follow-up might have revealed a higher rate of relapse.

The response rate (51.2\%) is in agreement with the recent cohort published by Bengtsson et al. with similar response criteria \( (15) \). Comparison to other published studies is difficult due to considerable differences in the response criteria across the studies \( (14, 19, 20, 21) \), and highlights the need for their standardization in order to better evaluate the treatment. Here, we decided to consider significant hormonal decrease as a response. If only tumor shrinkage were to be considered in our cohort, the response rate would have been 39.5\%. Some authors considered stability as a response \( (14, 20, 21) \) but we only considered a significant reduction of the largest diameter to avoid over-estimating the response rate. The retrospective nature of the data evaluated in our multicenter study limited access to every pretreatment tumor growth curve. A stable course during the treatment could thus have been falsely interpreted as a response if the tumor was already stable before treatment. Moreover, pituitary tumors are often slow growing and 3–6 months may be too short to observe a significant growth of a potentially progressive tumor, especially of the largest diameter. However, tumor stabilization was observed in association with hormonal rate decrease for one patient although their tumor was rapidly progressive on monthly MRI before TMZ initiation.

The only baseline characteristic associated with response was initially silent tumors which appeared to be predictive of a poor response to TMZ. Among twelve tumors that were silent at diagnosis, seven (6 ACTH and 1 GH) became secreting before TMZ treatment. Diagnosis of secretion was made based on clinical symptoms and was associated with tumor recurrence in all. Only two out of the 12 patients presented a response to TMZ treatment, which was hormonal, and seven out of the 12 died during follow-up. The median survival was 33 months among the patients with secondarily secreting tumors (5 deaths) and 12 months among those with tumors that remained silent (2 deaths); however, the difference did not reach statistical significance.

Neither MGMT expression nor its promoter methylation was predictive of response in our study. In contrast, in their centralized analysis of 17 tumors, Bengtsson et al. found significantly lower levels of MGMT staining in responders (median 9\% (5–20)) than in non-responders (median 93\% (50–100)) \( (15) \). Although MGMT expression measurement was not centralized in our study, we did evaluate MGMT staining for 13 patients and found a median expression of 9.5\% (range (0–100)) among responders and 30\% (0–100) among non-responders with no significant difference between the two. Moreover, promoter methylation \( (n=3/9) \) was not correlated with MGMT expression. While our study does report a non-centralized MGMT expression measurement which limits the conclusion on MGMT predictive value, it also represents real-life practice. MGMT analysis is not widely available and doubt remains over its prognostic value which may explain its absence in two thirds of our cohort and the physicians not considering it before initiating TMZ treatment. Finally, we assessed MGMT expression on the tumor fragment removed at the last surgery which in some cases was distant from TMZ treatment. In the 14 tumors with available MGMT analytical data (IHC and/or promoter methylation), the analysis had been performed on samples obtained 0–18 years before TMZ initiation. The analysis may not be representative of the tumor at the time of treatment.

The quite small number of patients and the retrospective nature of our study are the main limitations with regards evaluating predictive factors. In addition, an abundance of missing data disallowed a completely satisfactory analysis of histological features.
In most cases reported in the literature, TMZ to treat PT was administered following the standard protocol used in gliomas i.e. 150–200 mg/m²/day during 5 days every 28 days. There is a recent trend to associate the TMZ treatment with radiotherapy such as defined in the ‘Stupp’ protocol. While we are unable to provide evidence of its statistically significant benefit, the higher response rate (83%) among the six patients who received this combined radio-chemotherapy should be underlined. A larger cohort is now needed to conclude on the potential benefit of this combined therapy; however, this initial result may encourage clinicians to consider this combined approach when TMZ treatment is indicated.

In accordance with previous studies, the early evaluation (after three cycles for most patients) was very predictive of the later response in our cohort (15, 18). The treatment duration was significantly shorter in non-responders, showing a likely influence of early evaluation and clinician’s choice in the decision to stop treatment, more than side effects (only one treatment cessation was due to side effects). As already suggested in the literature (15, 30), all anew treatment attempts with TMZ in cases of relapse failed, as did all salvage therapies. Therapeutic resources in such cases are therefore limited. The analysis of the sub-group of patients treated with more than 12 cycles suggests that extension of the treatment duration in responding patients could be an option in some instances. Conversely, a prolonged treatment in the event of no early response (n=2, 18 cycles) was never associated with a later response and exposes the patient to potential side effects.

In conclusion, we observed a successful treatment in about 50% of patients, associated with an important improvement in survival. Our study underlines the high risk of recurrence after cessation and more importantly the lack of tumor response in cases where TMZ was reintroduced. The benefits of concomitant radiotherapy and prolonged treatment have to be evaluated in larger studies. Finally, precise guidelines on TMZ indication and follow-up are needed to homogenize the practice among centers.
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